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In the nation of famous flowers teachers and tea teacher,  

we will be selling out response to the exhibition request from the people of collectors of art.  

And the fact that the person who can to cherish,  

the fact that you are useful only as many people as possible,  

can not be well represented in the sentence but will exhibit a number of works of art at a low price.  

Everyone thank you very much. 

 

Top of judgment be sure to look at the pictures, bid-ask.

 

 

■■ ◆ Sakae ◆ Ko-Imari overglaze MaruHanakusabun Haisen intact completion goods Edo period 29y172

■■

◆ size ◆

 

Diameter 16cm height 11.5cm 

◆ Description ◆

 

Note: ★ will guarantee era. ★  

 

products are in particular basic unless otherwise indicated those old, such as antiques, works of art, it is a used article.  

With regard to the state, for the good things of the state, but we have referred to as intact completion goods, a corresponding

used goods corresponding secular, more than enough for your understanding regarding this point that there is no particularly in

the non-use of the goods unless otherwise stated assent, remarks, please give me a bid by a no claim no return strict observa

nce after having a look a photograph well.  

The more nervous one for the state, a crack, those seeking the item in mint condition - perfect, we hope that you will withhol

d a bid.  
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To avoid trouble, If you have any that you do not know thank you for your questions before bidding.  

Humbly thank you for your understanding and cooperation. 

◆ shipping and delivery method ◆

 

Dispatch is former payment of Sagawa Express [80 size] will send at. 

 

Separately If the island, it will take charge of relay.  

Same packing possible commodity we receive multiple successful bid will carry out the same packing but  

there is also a case where I am if the risk of damage by the same packing becomes higher, be refused. 

◆ payment method ◆

 

Yahoo! easy settlement

◆ Evaluation ◆

 

Since the Company does not have to put up the evaluation, those who wish to evaluate in dealings Navi  

please give me connection of "necessary evaluation".

 

Name of store Co., Ltd. Sakaetakumido

Thrift shop permit
Kyoto Public Safety Commission art dealer permit: No. 611081130006  

specific international species business operators number S-0-26-00439

location Yubinbango606-8256 Sakyo-ku, Kyoto Kitashirakawaiori-cho, 9-1 (office)

phone number 075-724-1244

Regular holiday Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays, summer vacation, year-end and New Year holidays

Selling price

Price listed in each product introduction page  

(in the case of Yahoo! auction, prices are displayed at the end of the auction will be the sale p

rice.)

Other than commodity price  

incidental expenses, etc.

Carriage of goods (the actual cost of shipping method that is described in each commodity exp

lanation column.),  

Transfer fee when you transfer by the transfer fee (the transfer fee remittance method requir

ed, you in the purchaser (successful bidder) -like Please bear.) 

Delivery time of goods
Payment check worth up to 4:00 pm will be shipped within 3-7 days.  

(A payment check and dispatch of regular holiday is not done)

Application of the expiration d

ate
It is a commodity your order (successful bid) days from seven days.

Special contract matter of Re

turns

When you receive the goods at hand, thank you a confirmation of the product immediately.  

By any chance, after goods receipt If the goods different from the goods of your order had arri

ved, please let us know within 3 days.  

Your order (successful bid) the mistake and returned goods by the convenience of our custom

ers, such as that do not meet the satisfaction will not be able to receive basic to contact.  

In the case of unavoidable circumstances on the contact us within 7 days after the arrival to t

he product, please return by cash on delivery.  

However, and only if it is intact goods have been shipped, please note that the returned goods

can not receive in the following cases.  

• Customer is soiled goods, corrupted if the  

state of the-wash or polish or to factory and goods is a case different  

was your use and once goods  
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See more de

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY

Seller will ship the item to JAUCE warehouses and JAUCE will ship to the buyer internationally.

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY FEE ESTIMATION

Destination:

Estimated weight:  gram

Get "Estimated" Rates

-Select a country-

See more de

SERVICE FEE ESTIMATION

Estimated closing price:  JPY

SUBMIT

also, returned goods by the convenience of our customers, such as receiving declined and long

-term absence If it is, please give me the burden of shipping cost of round trip.

Special contract matters for t

he refund

Products after arrival confirmation to our shop, we will refund the product price than the bank

transfer within two days.  

Refund, we will refund your money in a bank account who advance notice.  

As soon as refund procedure is complete, we will inform you to that effect.

Otherwise

Delivery company of responsibility of goods by non-delivery, and regard the accident, our shop

does not assume any responsibility. However, regarding the case of compensation with the deli

very method, do the procedures of the corresponding possible compensation claims, etc. in our

shop. In addition, with regard to the offer after a lapse of seven days from shipment date, plea

se note that I can not respond

Japan: 08 May, 12:14 Delivery fee estimator  Service fee estimato

News Blog What we do Storage
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